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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
1. Founder of Samkya philosophy
a)Kapila b) Gautama c)Patanjali d)Jaimini
2. Who consider Samkaya school as main opponent of Vedanta?
a) Ramanujab) Madhvac) Sankara
d) Vallabha
3. Samkya school belongs to the category of……………
A) Dualistic and pluralistic b)Monistic and Pluralistic
c)Realistic and Monistic d) None of the above
4. Sankyaschool is consider as ----------------a) Theistic pluralism b) Atheistic Realism
c)Theistic realism d)None of the above
5. Which Causation theory is accepted by Samkhya?
a )Satkaryavada b) Asatkaryavada
b)Vivartavada c)All of the above
6. Sankya theory of causation is known as------------a) PrakrtiParinamaVada b)Brahma Parinamavada
c) Brahma Vivarthavada d) Prakrtivivarthavada
7. According to Satkaryavada effect is …………..
a) New Creation b) pre latent in the cause
c) Both a &b d) None of the above
8. According to sankya theory of causation production means-----------

a) manifestation or Avirbhava b) New creation
c) Neither manifestation nor new creation d) None of the above
9. Samkya school is consider dualistic because it accepts
a) Prakrti and Purusha b) Prakrti and God
c)Purusha and God d) All of the above
10. which is the first principle of this universe according to Sankya
a) Prakrti b) God c) Purusha d)None of the above
11. According to Sankya system Prakrti is …………………
a) Unintelligent b) intelligent b) both intelligent and unintelligent c) none of the above
12. According to sankya system prakriis……………
a)unintelligent and unconscious b) intelligent and conscious
c)intelligent and unconscious d)unintelligent and conscious
13. Samkya theory of evolution is called………………
a) PrakrtiParinamavada b) prakrtivivartavada c)Anityaparamanukarana Vada
d)None of the above
14. Gunas in Samkya philosophy
a)Sattva, Rajas,Tamas

b)Sattva and Rajas c) Sattva only d) Rajas Only

15.Rajo gunapossess the quality of---------------a) Lightness b) darkness c)activity d) All of the above
16. TamoGuna possess the quality of-----a) Heaviness b)Acitivity c) Lightness d) None of the above
17. Sattva guna possess the quality of -----------------a )Lightness b) Activity c)Darkness d) None of the above
18.The colour of Rajas is ……………….
a)Red b) White c) dark d) green
19 The color of Sattva is ------------a) White b) Red c) black d) blue
20. The colour of Tamas is --------------

a) White b) Green c)dark d)Red
21. The Equilibrium state of trigunasin sankya is called ----------------a) Prakriti b) Purusha c) Evolution c) none of the above
22. When the evolution tookplace in Samkya philosophy?
a)Trigunas in the state of equilibrium b)Heterogeneous changes in the gunas
c)Homogeneus changes in the trigunasd)None of the above
23. At the stage of pralaya or dissolution gunas are changes………..
a) Homogeneously b) Heterogeneously c)Both homogeneously and Heterogeneously
d)None of the above
24.According to Samkya philosophy the essence of Purusha is--------------a) Consciousness b)bliss c)Ananda d)Evolution
25. In Samkya philosophy the following characteristics like ultimate knower, pure subject, silent
witness are attributed to ---------------a)Prakriti b)Purusha c)God d)Mahat
26. According to Samkya philosophy evolution is------------a) Teleological b) Not teleological c)Both teleological and non teleological
d)None of the above
27.Samkya philosophy is called pluralistic because it believes that
a) Purushas are many in number b)Prakriti is more than one c) Gunas are many
d) All of the above
28. According to Samkya philosophy evolution is --------------------a) Cyclic b)linear c)Upward d)Downward
29. In samkya philosophy liberation is called ----------------a)Kaivalya b)Jnana c)Moksha d ) None of the above
30. The first product of evolution in Samkya philosophy is called
a) Mahat b)Manas c)Ego d)Intellect
31. The psychological aspect of Samkya evolution is-----------------a)Intellect b)Manas c) Ego d)Purusha
32. Samkya tradition consider intellect and consciousness are

a) one and same b) intellect is different from consciousness c) Intellect is a product of
consciousness
d) All of the above
33. The principle of Individuation in Samkya philosophy is called-------------a)Ahankara b)Mahat c)Consciousness d)Manas
34. According to Samkya philosophy intellect is……………..
a) Material b)spiritual d) both material and spiritual d) none of the above
35. In Samkya system Budhi, ahankara, and manas are called ------------a)Bahyakarana b) Anthakaranac)Immaterial d)None of the above
36. Howmany principles are there in Purusha including Purusha?
a)24 b)28) c)25 d)18
37. According to Samkya philosophy bondage means------------------a)Non discrimination between self and not self b) Non discrimination between self and manas
c)Non discrimination between Ahankara and Manas d)None of the above
38. Samkya philosophy believes in ----------------a) Jivanmukti b)VidehaMuktic)BothJivanmukti and Videha Mukti d) None of the above
39. According Samkya philosophy Prakriti is -------------a)Efficient cause only b)Mateial cause only c)Both efficient and material cause d) None of the
above
40. In Samkya evolution Bahyakaranas are-----------------a)Five sensory organs b) Five motor Organs c) Both A and B d) None of thje above
41.which veda praises shakti as ‘the supporter of the earth living in heaven ‘?
a)Rgveda b)Yajur Veda c)Sama Veda d) Adharva Veda
42. Which Upanisad consider Shakti as the ‘The Great Mother of the Universe’?
a) Kena b)Katha cTaiteria d)Prasna
43. The Kaula, Samaya, and Mishra are the schools of------------a)Samkya b)Yoga c)Shakti Tantra d) None of the above
44. According to Shakta scool Shakti is---------------a) Determinate b)Indeterminate c) Anirvachaniyad )None of the above

45. According to Shakta tradition liberation means……………
a)Differentiate right knowledge from wrong knowledge
b)Non difference between soul and Brahman
c)Differentiate brahman and Atman
d)All of the above
46.According to Shakta tradition Shiva is-------------------a) Determinate b)Indeterminate c)Maya d)Jiva
47)Manusmriti is also known as …………………….
a)ManavDharm Shastra b) Tarka Shastra c)Dharma Shastra d) All of the above
48. “Yatarnaryastopojyantay,ramantaytatr devata” is the sloka from
a)Manusmriti b)Brahmasutra c) Bhagavt Gita d)Ramayana
49.”Pitarakshatikaumare ,bhartarakshatiyouvana, putrahrakshativardhakye,
nasthreeswatantryamarhati” is the quote from ---------------a)Manusmriti b)samkya sutra c)Nyaya sutra d)Yoga sutra
50.Ardha narishvara concept signifies-----------a) Men and Women are separableb) Higher status of women c)Higher status of men d) Male and
Female principles are inseparable
51. The Indian concept of Ardhanarisvara is simalteniously visible in the culture of --------------------a)Greek b)Roman c)Egypt d)Mayan
52.The post structuralist idea of gender emphasis the view that
a) There is only one category called men
b) There is only one category called women
c) To identify intersectionality of sex, race
d)None of the above
53. Judith Butler’s idea of gender is ------------a) Phenomenological b)Analytical c)Skeptical d)Empirical
54.According to Butler feminism comes under
a) Logical category b) Livedexperience c) Hermeneutics d) All of the above

55. According to Butler sex is --------------------a) Biological b) Sociological c) Ideological d) All of the above
56. According to Butler gender is ---------------a )Biological b)Cultural c)Linguistic d) None of the above
57. The book ‘Ain’ t I a Woman ‘ is related with
a)Black Feminism b) White Feminism c)Eurocentric Feminism d) Third world Feminism
58. The book ‘Ain ‘t I a Women ‘give emphasis on condition of ------------------a) Black Women’s condition in America
b) Black Women’s condition in Europe
c ) Third World women’s sufferings
d)Dowry problem
59.Who wrote the book ‘Ain ’t a Women’?
a)Bell Hook b)Carol Gilligan c) Robbin Morgan d) Firestone
60. ‘Racism is not just a general evil in society but the race hatred they might harbor in their
own psyche ‘. Who state these arguments
a)Bell Hook b)Carol Gilligan c)Robbin Morgan d)Firestone
61. ‘Sisterhood is Powerful’ is written by
a) Robin Morgan b) Simon De Beauvoir
c) Kate Millett d) Lawrence Kohlberg

62. Black feminism mainly focus the issue --------------a)Sexism b)Racism c)Both A &B d) None of the above
63. who rejects the idea that feminism is a western ideology
a)Kumari Jayawardena b)Valerie Smith c)Elizabeth Spelman d) V.Geetha
64.Who argues that there is a relation between colonizers and colonized that involves a
particular form of gender relations and gender domination?
a)Cynthia Enloe b) Bell Hook c)Uma Narayan d) Kumari Jaya Wardena
65.Biologically determined sexual difference in morality is proposed by ------------a)Sigmund Freud b)Jacques Lacan c)Carol Gilligan d) Simon de Beauvior

66. Who wrote the book “ In a different Voice”
a) Robbin de Morgan b)Carol Gilligan c)Karl Jung d) Karl Marx
67. ‘ In a different voice’ is published in the year
a)1986 b)1982 c)1995 d)1979
68. According to Gilligan morality of women is based on ---------------principle
a)Abstract b)Relational c)Justice d) less developed morality
69. According to Gilligan men’s morality is depend on ---------------------a)Relational b) Justice c) personality d)None of these
70.Who argued that women’s morality is not a less developed morality?
a) Karl marxb)Judith Butler c) Karl Jung d) Carl Gilligan
71. Women’s moralitybased on the principle of--------a) dependence b) ethic of care c)Love and hate d) None of these
72.There is difference between men’s morality and women’s morality. These difference is based
on ------------a) conception of self b )difference in personality c) Both A &B d) None of these
73. Who rejects the idea that mother is an innate natural instinct?
a)Shulamith Firestone b)Nancy Chodorow c)Carol Gilligan d)Sigmund Freud
74. Who argues that desire to mother is part of the desire to feminine?
a)Anne Snitow b)Nancy Chodorow C)Scottd)Simone de Beauvior
75.The dual parenting propose the idea that
a)Both men and women mothered equally
b)Women get more care
c) De valuing the concept of mothering
d) None of these
76.What is the ‘feminine principle’ behind the relationship between nature and women?
a)Productive and Reproductive work
b)Patience
c)Vice
d)All of the above

77. What is the root cause of the damage nature according to eco feminism?
a)Western Colonialism
b)scarecity of resources
c)Technological advancement
d) None of these
78. ‘Return to nature’ is the principle of-----------a) Eco Feminism b)Deep Ecology c) Land Ethic d)All of the above
79.The existence of purusha is supported by the following arguments like
a)Teleological b)ontological c)Ethical d) All of the above

80.The mythical story ‘Oedipus’ is related with -------------a)Sigmund Freud’s Psycho analytical theory
b)Eangel’s theory of gender
c)Carl jung’s Psycho analytical theory
d)Lacan’s psycho analytical theory
81. The ‘Logic of unconscious ‘in Freud’s psycho analytical theory is ----------a) Internal dynamism
b) External dynamism
c)External stimuli
d)None of the above
82. What are the aspects of unconscious?
a)Id
b)Ego
c)Super ego
d)All of the above
83. When we can make ensure that a child’s ego is stabilized according to Freud’s psychology?
a )He/She differentiate his or her own body from the nursing mother
b)Identify that body and bodily functions are different

c)Both A&B
d)None of these
84. The concept of ‘Penis Envy’ is associsated with
a)Psycho analytical theory of Sigmund Freud
b)Psycho analytical theory off Jacques Lacan
c)Psycho analytical theory of Jung
d)Marxist Feminist theory
85. ‘Castration fear’ is associated with
a)Psycho analytical theory of Sigmund Freud
b)Psycho analytical theory off Jacques Lacan
c)Psycho analytical theory of Jung
d)Marxist Feminist theory
86. The mythical story ‘Oedipus ‘is adapted from
a)Greek b)German C)Latin d)French
87. Who wrote the book Civilization and its discontents’?
a)Marx b)Freud c)Jung d)Gilligan
88.According to Lacan Phallus represents
a)Law of the father
b)Law of mother
c)Law of nature
d)None of these
89. According to Lacan both men and women are functions like ------a)Signifier in the language
b)signified in the Language
c)Both signifier and signified
d)None of the above
90. Liberal Feminism belongs to the category of---------------a) waves of Feminism b)Kinds of Feminism c)Third world feminism d) None of these

91. Liberal feminism gives important to----------------a) maximum freedom for women b) Protect men’s Right c)Protect white women’s right
d)Protect black women’s right
92. The cardinal principles of Liberal feminism is-------------------a) Freedom of choice b)Equality of opportunity c)Equal citizenship with mend) All of the above
93. Classical liberalism gives emphasis to -------------------a) Freedom from coerciveinterferenceb) Autonomy of will c)Political Autonomy d )None of the
above
94. Egalitarian Liberal feminism comes under the category of ---------------a) Liberal Feminism b) Classical liberal feminism b)white feminism d)black feminism
95.Egalitarian liberal feminism gives emphasis on the principle of-------------------a) Autonomy of will b) political autonomy c) Both a &b d)Racism
96.The main aim of Radical feminism is-----------------a)over throw patriarchy b) Abolish the gender roles assigned by society c)Political changes
through voting d)Both a & b
97. According to radical feminism a free society is possible only through ----------------a) End of Patriarchy b) Rise of consciousness group c)Elect a liberal government d)None of the
above
98. “A vindication of Rights of women ‘is the book written by-------------a) Mary woll-stone craft b) J.S Mill c)James Mill d)Kumari Jayawardena
99. “A Vindication of Rights” published in the year-----------a)1792 b)1798 c)1777 d)1778
100. Who is consider the founder of Feminism
a)J.S.Mill b)James Mill c) Mary Woll-stone craft d)Nancy Chodorow
101. The cardinal point of the book “Vindication ofRight”is………………
a) Women as a rational being b)Women as an emotional being c)Women should serve for men
d) Women is subordinate to men
102. Who wrote the book subjection of women?
a)J.S.Mill b)Nancy Chodorow c)Mary Woll-stone craft d)James Mill

103.The Female Eunchis written by-------------a)Germaine Greer b)Shulamith Firestone c)Kate Millett d)Nancy Chodorow
104. Who wrote the book “Vaginal Politics”?
a )Ellen Frankfort b) Mary woll-stone craft c) Shulamith Firestone d) Germaine Greer
105.What is the reason for the oppression of women in the society according to Social Feminism
a) Capitalism b)Proletarianism c)Communism d)Socialism
106 According to the Marxist Feminist the inferior status of women emerged through------a) Private property b)Class divided society c)Both A&B d) None of the above
107. According to the Marxist feminist powerlessness of women in society is rooted in
…………………….
a) Production b)Re-production c)Distribution d)Both A&B
108. Eurocentric feminism belongs to the category of-----------------a)Black Feminism b)libertarian feminism c)Waves of feminism d) Kinds of Feminism
109. The black feminist’s major argument against white feminism is---------------a) White feminist universalize their issues b) White feminism ignore the racism over sexism
c)White Feminist focused on abortion rights and economic independency d)All of the above
110.Euro centric feminism is classified under---------------a)waves of feminism b)Kinds of feminism c)Black feminism d)Liberal feminism
111. Suffrage movement is associated with………………...
a)First wave feminism b)second wave feminism c)Third wave feminism d)kinds of feminism
112. Right to vote and property right are the result of ------------------a) First wave feminism b) Second wave feminism c)Third wave feminism d)None of the above
113. Who wrote the book “Black Sexual Politics :AfricanAmericans,Gender,and the New
racism?
a) Patricia Collins b) Ellen Willis c)Carol J.Adams d)Robin Morgan
114. “Sister hood is forever” is written by
a)Robin Morgan b)Carol Gilligan c )Patricia Collins d)Carol J.Adams
115. Against sexual apartheid is written by
a)Maryam Namazieb)Robin Morgan c)Carol J. Adams d) Carol Gilligan

116.Obedience to authority is a principle of -----------------a)Pre conventional stage of morality
b )Conventional stage of morality
c)Post conventional stages of morality
d) All of the above
117. Live up to the others expectations is a principle of
a)Pre conventional stage of morality
b) Conventional stage of morality
c)Post conventional stages of morality
d) All of the above
118. Post conventional stages of morality gives importance ------------------a) Abstract ideas b)concrete ideas c) Social contract d)Both A&C
119. Ethic of care comes under the category of--------------a)Waves of feminism b) care focused feminism c)Black feminism d) White feminism
120. The notion of justice is discussed in the context of---------------a)Ethic of care b)Dual parenting c) mothering d) stages of moral development

121. According to Engel’s women lose their significance in the society due to -----------a) Acceleration of wealth
b) Invention of private property
c)Accumulation of wealth
d)All of the above
122. Division of class according to Engels is--------------a) Master and slave
b) Men and women
c)High caste and low caste
d)None of the above
123. According to Engels after the invention of private property mode of society changes from -----------

a) Matriarchy to patriarchy
b) patriarchy to matriarchy
c)communalistic to communist
d)Anarchy to communism
124. What is the world- historical defeat of the female sex?
a) Disappearance of mother right
b) Disappearance of father right
c) Disappearance of child right
d) Inheritance through mother
125. According to Engels ancient society was--------------a) monogamy b) polygamyc)both monogamy and polygamy d)Nothing called polygamy and
monogamy
126. Carl Jung called inner life as
a)Psyche
b)Mind
c)Anima
d)Animus
127. Who propose the idea that human consciousness compressing opposing characteristics?
a)Carl Jung b)Sigmund Freud c)Karl Marx d)Jacques Lacan
128. who state that inner life as structured like language?
a)Jacques Lacan b)Carl Jung c)Freud d)Marx
129. Eternal feminine concept is associated with--------------a)Simon De Beauvoir b)Okaley c)Kate Millett d)Shulamith Firestone
130. Simone de Beauvoir comes under the philosophical tradition
a) Phenomenological feminism b)Existential feminism c)Liberal feminism
d)Radical feminism
131. Who re write the Engels definition of historical materialism?
a)Shulamith firestone b)Okaley c)Kate Millett d)Carl Jung
132. Abortion rights argued in -------------------Feminism

a )Black feminism b)Eurocentric Feminism c)Liberal Feminism
d)Third wave feminism
133. Laissez faire theory advocate by
a)J.S.Mill b)James Mill c)John Locke d)Thomas Hobbes
134.Laissez faire theory establish the view that
a)Maximum freedom for individual
b)Maximum freedom for state
c)Less freedom to individual
d)States superemacy over individual
135. Who wrote the book feminism?
a)Jane Freed man
b)Auguste compte
c)V.Geetha
d)Kate Millett
136. Major issues in black feminism
a) Sexism and racism
b)Economic issues
c)Reproduction
d)production
137. Who wrote the book “The creation of Feminist consciousness”
a)Gerde Lerner b)Sandra Harding c)Levi strauss d)Kate Millett
138.who wrote the book “Three essays on the theory of sexuality”?
a)Freud b)Marx c)Engels d)RobertConnel
139.Marxian philosophy comes under the category of---------------a)Materialism b)Spiritualism c)Idealism d)rationalism
140. The cardinal point of Marxian philosophy is ----------------a)Dialetical Materialism b) dialectical Spiritualism c)spiritual idealism d)Rationalism
141. What are the two interlinked material process of the society proposed by Marx?

a)Production and distribution b)Production and re-production
c)Production and consumption d) Re Production and re distribution
142. According to Marx the mode of production is ------------------a) static b) Dynamic c)Both static and dynamic d)None of the above
143. What is the main reason for women’s powerlessness in society, according to Marx?
a)Emergence of private property
b)Changes in modes of production
c)Physical strength of men
d)Patience of women
144. Invention of Private property as a major cause of powerlessness women in society. This
conception is related with
a) Marxist feminism b)Communalism c)communism d)Socialism
145. According to Marxist feminist theory primitive society is ----------------------in character
a)Communalistic b) Communistic c)Anarchist d)None of the above
146. According to Marxist the change of mode of production makes women’s status as----------------a)Private property b)Independent c)Dominant d)None of the above
147. Children’s inheritance through mother is known as -----------------a)Mother right b)Father right c)Parental right d)Social right
148. According to Marxist feminism,primitivesocity was-----------------a)Patriarchal b)Matriarchal c)Non communistic d)Communalistic
149. ‘The Interpretation of Dream’ is written by ----------------a) Hitler b)Engels c)Kohlberg d)Freud
150. ‘The Ego and the Id ‘is written by------------------a)Karl Jung b)Jacques Lacan c) Judith Butler d)Freud
151. ‘The Psycho Pathology of Everyday Life written by’----------------------a)Freud b) Engels c)Lacan d) Butler
152. ‘Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious ‘iswritten by------------a) Freud b) Butler c) Kohlberg d) Hitler

153. ‘On Narcissism’ is written by --------------a) Hitler b) Freud c)Jacques Lacan d)Karl Jung
154. who wrote the book ‘The Future of an Illusion’?
a)Freud b)Butler c)Judith Butler d)Robin Morgan
155. ‘Moses and Monotheism’ is written by ---------------a)Freud b) Engels c)Butler d)Kohlberg
156. ‘Beyond the pleasure principle’ is written by ------------------a)Freud b)Butler c)Kohlberg d)Lacan
157. Who wrote the book ‘Dialetics of Nature’?
a) Marx b)Butler c)Kohlberg d)Engels
158. ‘Principle of communism’ is written by--------a)Marx b) Engels c)Robin Morgan d) Hitler
159. ‘Socialism: Utopian and scientific’ is written by-----------a)Lacan b)Butler c)Engels d)Robin Morgan
160. ‘Undoing Gender’ is written by ---------------a)Judith Butler b)Kohl Berg c)Lacan d)Nancy Chodorow
161. ‘The Bodies that matters’ is written by ----------------------a)Judith Butler b)Kohlberg c)Gilligan d)Lacan
162. ‘Black Feminist Thought’ is written by---------------a) Patricia Hill Collins b)Lacanc)Firestone d)Engels
163. ‘Gender Trouble: Feminism and the subversion of Identity’ is written by-----------------a)Kohlberg b)Gilligan c)Lacan d)Butler
164. The Psychic Power of: Theories in Subjection” is written by--------a)Butler b)Kohlberg c)Engels d)Lacan
165. ‘The Four Fundamental concepts of Psychoanalysis’ is written by-------------a)Jacques Lacan b)Marx c)Gilligan d)Nancy chodorow
166. ‘Psychological Type’ is written by ---------------`

a)Carl Jung b)Engels c)Butler d)Lacan

167. ‘The Power of Feelings: Personal Meaning in Psychoanalysis, Gender, and Culture’ is
written by -----------a)Nancy Chodorow b)Shulamith Firestone c)Butletr d)Engels
168.Psycho analytical theory is associated with--------a) Sigmund Freud

b) Karl Marx c)Judith Butler

d) Gabriel Marcel
169. Who introduced concept of anima in psycho analytical theory?
a) Sigmund Freud b) Carl Jung
c) Judith Butler c) Jacques Lacan
170. Who introduced concept of Animus in Psycho analytical theory?
a) Karl Marx b) Jacques Lacan
c) Carl Jung

d) Judith Butler

171. Archetype of unconscious is introduced by--------a) Karl Jaspers b) Karl Marx
c) Carl Jung d) Gabriel Marcel
172. Anima is the archetype of unconscious mind of--------------a) Men

b) Women

c) Both men and women d) Abnormal human beings
173. Animus is the unconscious mind of …………….
a) Men b) women
c) Both men and women d) None of the above
174. At the time of birth all of us are bi -sexual. Who introduced this view--------?
a) Judith Butler b) Gabriel Marcel
c) Carl Jung

d) Karl Jaspers

175. Communist manifesto was written by-----------a) Frederich Engels and Karl Marx b) Karl Marx and Karl Jung
C)Marx and Frederich Nietzsche C) Vladmir Lenin and Karl Marx

176. According to Engels -------determines the condition of women in the society.

a) Freedom

b) Responsibility c) society d) Economy

177. Two determine factors of development of society, according to Engels
a) Production and distribution b) production and Transportation
c) Production and Reproduction d) production and consumption
178. According to Engels production means-----a) Production of food, shelter and cloth

b) production of fund

c) Production of agricultural products d) Industrial products
179. According to Engels Reproduction means-----a) Procreation b) increasing wealth
c) increasing means of production d) None of the above
180. Origin of the term gender
a) Greek b) Latin
c) German d) Hebrew
181. The word ‘Genus’ means
a) Class b) sex
c) Male d) Female
182. “Gender is the result of socially constructed ideas about the behavior, actions and roles of a
particular sex performs”. This definition given by
a) WHO b) UNESCO
c) ICC d) ILO
183. Gender means
a) Sociological Difference between men and women b) Biological difference between men and
women
c) Both A and B d) None of the above
184. Gender is determined by
a) Sociologically b) biologically
c) Both A and B d) None of the above
185. “ Levelling the playing field of girls and boys (men and women)by ensuring that , all
children have equal opportunity to develop their talents”. Definition given by

a ) WHO b) UNESCO
c) UNICEF d) ILU)
186. The ‘Reproduction of Mothering ‘is written by
a) Nancy Chodorow b) Robin Morgan c) Hilary Kornblith d) Firestone
187. Ethic of care gives emphasis to
a) Importance of relationship b) Women empowerment
c) Male domination d) female domination
188.Theory of stages of Moral development is introduced by
a) Carol Gilligan b) Nancy Chodorow
c) Lawrence Kohlberg d) Simon de Beauvoir
189. ‘The relation between Men and Women: both perceptual and material’. Definition given by
a) WHO b) UNESCO
C) FAO d) UNICEF
190.Waves of feminism represents
a) Historical development of feminism b) kinds of Feminism
c) Meaning of Feminism d) None of the above
191. The time period of first wave Feminism
a) Late 18th century to early part of 20th century
b) Early 18th century to 19th century
c) 19th century
d) 20th century
192. The first wave feminism focused on
a) Legal issues b) cultural issues
c) Social issues d) None of the above
193. Major figure in the first wave feminism
a) Simone de Beauvoir b) Mary Wollstoncraft
c)Rachel Carson d) Robin Morgan
194.The most influenced theory in the first wave feminism

a) De ontological b) Epicureanism
c) Justice d) Utilitarianism
195. The greatest happiness of the greatest number is associated with-------a) Deontology b) Theory of Justice
c) Utilitarianism d) stoicism
196. JermyBandham is the chief exponent of --------------a) Utilitarianism b) De ontology
c) Social contract d) Theory of Justice
197. Harriot Taylor is associated with
a) Utilitarianism b) De ontology
c) Ethical cognitivism d) non naturalism
198. First wave Feminism achieve
a) Woman’s property Right
b) Right to Vote
c Both A and B
d) None of the above
199. The non physiological difference between men and women were constructed by -------------a) Nature b) society
c) Men d) Women
200. The book Second Sex was written by-------------a) Simone de Beauvoir b) Robin Morgan
c)Lawrence Kohlberg d) Carol Gilligan
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79.
80.

c
a
a
a
c
a
b
c
a
a
b
a
a
a
d
a
c
a
b
a
b
a
a
a
a
a
c
a
a
d
b
d
b
b
d
b
a
b
b
a
a
a
a
d
a

81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

100. c
101. a
102. a
103.a
104.as
105. a
106.a
107.8
108.d
109.d
110. b
111.a
112.a
113.a
114.a

a
d
c
a
a
a
b
a
a
b
a
d
a
a
c
a
a
a
a

115.a
116.a
117.b
118.c
119.b
120.a
121.d
122.a
123.a
124.a
125.b
126.a
127.a
128.a
129.a
130.b
131.a
132.b
133.a
134.a
135.a
136.a
137.a
138.a
139.a
140.a
141.b
142.b
143.a

144.a
145.b
146.a
147.a
148.b
149.d
150.d
151.a
152.a
153.b
154.a
155.a
156.a
157.d
158.b
159.c
160.a
161.a
162.a
163.d
164.a
165.a
166.a
167.a
168.a
169.b
170.c.
171.c
172.a

173.b
174.c
175.a
176.d
177.c
178.a
179.a
180.a
181.a
182.a
183.a
184.a
185.c
186.a
187.a
188.a
189.b
190.a
191.a
192.b
193.b
194.d
195.c
196.a
197.a
198.c
199.b
200.a

